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Mr. miles irving, C.I.E., O.B.E., I.C.S., and Khan Bahadur
Nawab muzaffar khan.	
 [Continued.
 
 
 171.	Do you not think that it may be taken for
granted   that   under   the   present   constitution   an
overwhelming   majority   of   members   consists   of
notified agricultural tribes ?—Yes. probably about 50,
 172.	50 out of 71 elected members ?—Yes.
 173.	With respect to the working of the party
system in the council, is it not a fact that these
zamindars are for all practical purposes Muslims ?—
The   rural   party   contained   a   section   of    Hindu
zamindars in greater or less numbers.
17*. You say on page 59*: " But on the other " hand on many subjects •' rural' has come to be " broadly interpreted as connoting Muslim and " ' urban ' as connoting Hindu interests " ?—Yes, I think the head of the rural party himself would admit that most of his followers were Muhammadans.
 180.	Dr. Narang :  You know that in the villages
very few people have got lands which are worth
anything like Rs. 4,000 ?—Yes, that is so.
 181.	And you also know that in the villages there
are a large number of people who would like to be
voters but are prevented by legislation from qualify
ing  themselves  as  voters ?    I  refer   you   to   two
particular things.    Under the Land Alienation Act
no person who is not a member of a notified agri
cultural tribe can acquire land in order to quality
himself as a voter and thereby he is deprived of
suffrage   altogether;     is   not   that   correct ?—He
cannot qualify himself for the land revenue suffrage.
The Chairman : I do not know whether people in this country really buy land for the purpose of voting.
 182.	Dr.  Narang :    This  avenue is closed,   is  it
not ?—It is true to say that a person who is not a
member of an agricultural tribe cannot qualify for
voting by means of purchasing land.
 183.	Chaudhri Zafrullah Khan :   Except when he
buys from a member of a non-agricultural tribe ?—
Yes.
 184.	Dr. Narang : There is also another bar in the
way of exercising the franchise.    You know there
are numerous people who cannot even be house-
owners in the villages 1-—Yes.
The Chairman :  I would just like to follow that.
Dr. Narang': Under the relics of some ancient feudal system the village landlord has certain privileges. He is supposed to be the owner of the whole land in the village whether it is under a building or under cultivation and a person who is not a landholder or proprietor in the village has no right to the site. He lives in the village on sufferance. He may be allowed to build a small house, but if that house falls down he may be prevented by the landlord from building another and he is not allowed to sell the site.
185.	The  Chairman :   When you  say that they
cannot own land do you mean that they have not
got the money to buy it ?
Dr. Narang : Even if they have got the money the landlord may not be prepared to seH the land to him and even under the abadi he has no means to acquire land.
186.	The   Chairman :    Though   that   may   be   a
very important social factor, it appears to me that
the owner' of land cannot be compelled to sell it to
somebody merely because he has the money'to buy ?
Dr. Narang: I did not mean that. My submission is that under this land tenure a section of the population is always treated as having no right as such to acquire land.
187.	The Chairman :   You mean that the social
and economic conditions  in the ordinary Punjab
village are often such that if the power of voting
so far as it is associated with the ownership of land
is left as it is now, there are considerable classes of
persons who are living in the village   who   could
not acquire that qualification ?
Dr. Narang: Yes.
188.	With reference to urban areas, is it a fact
that certain towns -wjich are treated as notified
 areas and have got local self-governing bodies and also small towns which come under the Small Towns Act which have also got the system of local self-government are not treated as a part of the urban area but are included in the rural areas ?—If the population is below 10,000.
189. The Chairman : I think I have brought out that point. I asked the question whether for this purpose, the constituencies were not divided into-urban and rural by treating as towns areas with a population of 10,000 and over. It follows that the smaller towns come under rural areas.
Dr. Narang : It is not a question merely of population. There is local self-governme.nt of four kinds in this province. One is under the district boards, i.e. the body which governs the whole district in certain matters ; the second is that which prevails in towns with a population of over 10,000 ; then there is another class the towns of which are notified,, known as notified areas ; then comes the class which is notified as small towns. They are recognised units of towns, but for the purpose of election they are treated as rural areas.
The Witness: May I draw your attention to page 15 of the memorandum : " Although this '' line of division excluded some towns with a popu-" lation of less than 10,000 which nevertheless " possessed distinctly urban characteristics, it was " finally adopted as being the most convenient and " practical."
 201.	Rai Sahib   Chaudhri. Chhotu   Ram :   Among
rural Hindu constituencies you will find that two
occupy very large areas.    No. 20 (Multan) occupies
a whole division ?—Yes.
 202.	And No. 19 (Rawalpindi division and Lahore
division north) covers more than one division ?—Yes.
 203.	The Chairman :   It is very important.    For
example, how many districts are there in the Multan
division ?—Five or six.
The Chairman : You say that all these districts are grouped together and they form a boundary, so to say, of the constituency and your suggestion is that it is very big. I follow that.
204.	Rai Sahib Chaudhri Chhotu Ram:    Among
Sikhs, 11 are rural members ?—Yes.
' 205. In all matters -relating to economic interests or agricultural interests they vote with Hindu and Muhammadan rural men in the council generally ?' —I am afraid I have not been able to detect it; probably they do.
The Chairman : As a matter of fact there is a statement of this sort relating to the second council at the bottom of page 59*: " On most communal " subjects the Sikhs ranged themselves on the side " of the Hindus, as is natural, though their interests '' were not always identical, as, for example, in the-" matter of gurdwara reform."
Dr. Narang: You may also kindly read about twelve lines from the top of that very page : " most " of the rural members and a few Sikhs usually " voted with the Muhammadan rural members ..."
The Chairman: Thanks. That again refers to the second council.
217. Sardar Ujjal Singh : The voting strength o£ the Sikh community is mostly due to their economic position, because payment of land revenue is a qualification ? And also to the la'rge number of retired soldiers and pensioners ?—After you have taken the number of landowners paying Rs. 25 in the rural .constituencies—you find that they are 350,000—tnat leaves 271,000 voters to be accounted for, who I think must be very largely retired soldiers. The Sikhs represent 27 per cent, of the voters iii rural constituencies and they represent 30 per cent, of the landowners paying Rs. 25. The deduction,, so far as I can see, is that they gain to a certain extent at the expense of other communities, possibly through the military vote.

